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SCE14

la student will bowl

that there are marq sires and shapes of all

living and nonliving thins,

that awing things, path and etas rake
sounds,

that there are three states of mattar,

that all things are cm..sed of matter,

that fon of eneremottnd, heat, and light,.
affect :atter,

that our itrld is tade of my kinds of
matter,

EON OfliTS

that ratter his three stateseolid, 1ivid
gas.

The student willt

orally list large, medila, and ;10.11 living

that solids have definite vole end shape;
liquids have Ra Me tat take shape of con.
tater; gases have no vole or shape.

that ,k kit of tatter
OM be ;impel

Ito 'families" i,e, wood, tetra, eta,

living things,

grade

etudent iiU

and shapes of all orally list large, medium, and small living and non
living things,

identt sounds made by a selection
of moving

list the three states of tter orally, (soli
03).

and anirals mite identiti somismade by a selection of
moving things,

s of matter,

identity the nmeition of a variety of sate

list several things that are changed Ili heat,
sound,

list the three states of tter orally, (solid, liquid,

gas),

Grade 1

of tatter, gutty the composition of a variety of materials,

heat; and lt
- list several things that are changed by heat, light, and

identt a gas, liquid, solid,

= dant tatter from a given list, Le, hard

categories materials as solids, liquids and

datable tich have volts ami shape,

orally defile necessary term,

Page 1

sot,

Grade 2

tilts of identity a gas, livid,

liqdd = classify matter from a given list, 1,e1 hard, soft,

ste ard dap; u categorize materials
as solids, liquids and gases, and

tbaN ti con. detente tich have volute and ahape,
a dap.

be grimed
orally define necessary tem,

tatal, etc,

Page 1



. that matter is anything ttat has weight and

occupies space.

- that matter any be classified in tens of

properties.

- that matter.can change from one form to

andtner,

define matter in writing.

. soh charts classifying objects according te th

properties,

- identify how matter can change from one form to

e.g. melt ice, boil water, freeze water.

that matter is made up of molecules and atoms, classify matter according to its state.

thai light, heat and sound affect the motion of

molecules in Batter,

ttat in chemical change, atoms react to

produce change in the molecules.

- that satter exists as solids, liquids

and gases,

that matter is made of particles and that

matter can be cbanged from one form to

another,

the three basic states of matter.solid,

liquid, and gas.

that in cheadcal or physical changes, the

total amount of matter resains unchanged,

tte characteristics of matter: cannot be

destIved, coot be
created, and can be

changed into energl,

Ii

perform an experiment showing how matter can

one for: to another, (e,g, melt ice, boil wate

water).

t has weight and
define matter in writing.

/id in terms of

Grade 3

make charts classifling objects
according te their physical

properties,

ono form to
identify how matter can change from one form to another,

e.g. melt ice, boil water, freeze water,

molecules and atoms, . classify matter according to its state,

2E1 3 felts of matter and explain each.

define the nature of matter as it exists in a

liquid, and a gcs.

write a definition for matter indicating tat

of particles and may be changed from one form

. classify materials under each heading,

- list changes that occur whoa performing erpe

. define the characteristics of matter indica

cannot be destroyed/ created,
or changed into

Page 2

Grade

affect the motion of - perform an experiment showing how matter, can change bom

one form to another, (e.g, melt ice, boil water, freeze

water),

chart 3 forms of matter and explain each,toms react to

cales.

da liquids - define the nature of matter as it exists in a solid, a

,liquid, and a gas,

des and that

one form to

. write a definition for Batter i:dicating that it is made

of particles and may te changed from one fora to another.

motter.solid, classify materials under each heading,

changes, the . list changes that oocur then perfosdng ex?eriments.

unchanged,

r: cannot be - define the characteristics of Batter indicating that matter

and can be cannot be destroyed, created, or changed into energ.

Page 2
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that our consultation of mtter will affect report on how waste of titter codd affect fu

Mitre generations,

the statee of matter,

the properties of matter,

tie ukeup of mtter,

the see and data of the 15 most

csnly malting elanth,

the makel of a variety of c

the transformation of matter,

Oentral Wool

the Naetion of the nitrogen eyelet

the phases of mitosis,

that the need for coaseration of our

mums ie vital to ma's ourival

13

tter will affect report on how waste of mato odd affect Mae generation&

!Ascribe thme different states of at least ft

stances ,

define the properties of utter e,g, inertia

voltam, porosity,

describe the etructe of an atm, with a

list the nous end data of the 15 mat c

element),

ten given fortulas for a variety of oo

elements food In eaoh,

describe the canner in tieh utter my be

one fort to another without an/ loss
or gain

diagam and label the nitrogen
eyelet

list the phases of mitosie

uplain oafli the oecunnue In each phui,

diagram and label the phues of mitosoil

define exploitation,

duoribe factors loading ta the exploitation

plant, and wild life, and air,

define conservation,

IA op 1

Onde

leacribe three different state' of at least five sub.

stances,

define the properties of matter e,g, inertia, mos, density,

'ohm, porosity,

doecribe the Onto of an atom, with a simple illutratiort

list the =a and data of' the 15 mat cui.nly meting

elements,

when given !oaks for a variety of c.iii.unds, state the

elude turd in each,

describe the mar in tioh !totter my be changed from

one fort to another without are/ lose or gain possible,

diagram and label the nitrogen cycle,

list the phases of mitosis

explain orally tie mem in each phase,

diagram end label the phases of aitosos,

define exploitation,

duoribe factors leading to the exploitation of soil, water,

plant, and wild life, and air,

define conservation,

Ip



. tat there are k major areas of

conservation,

that a watershed is a natual ecologicsl

unit tich should be controlled for a

mix of reasons

that soil conservation goes het in hand

with sold methods of utilizing soil,

(famill$)

that biological control of anviro ntal

pests is often nocsasari to keep Mtge in

beam with lea changing world,

that there are rveral different types of
chemical additives In our entrants
:tit help us control pests . some

good and en bad,

ty toilets ;laks up one of ow moot

valuable relozes

define ecolog,

list the k major areas: water, soil, and vii

list various reasons* there is a need for c

in each of these areas the importance of ea

define the following temp rtmioff, watershed,

erosion,

describe the damage oreated by
uncontrolled wa

relation to flooding, loss of crops, loss of to

using the Mississippi Valley, the largest vete

U,S, as a premise,

describe various methods of controlling water

as the use of 110. and dikes,

be able to list and describe the following fo

erosion: wind, sheet, stresmild, and gullies

compare farmintothods of the past with those

and describe changes that have been made to

of soil conaervation,

define ecolog,

list the 11 major areas: water, rill and wildlife a forests,

list various reasons,* there is a need for conserlation

in each of these areas the importance of each to manIcind,

ecological define the following tem moil, watershed, water table

ed for a erosion,

define the following terms: antoe, plowing

coverarops, crip rotation, hrtiliosr.

define the following ten: pest, pesticide,

fungioide,

describe the clJ ii.ge created by inocontrolled watersheds in

relation to flooding, loss of crops, 138 of top soil, etc,

using the mississipi Valley, the largest watershed in the

U.S. as a premise,

describe various methods of controlling watersheds, such

as the use of dams and dikes,

be able to list and despite the following fo of soil

erosion: wind, sheet, strecas.bank, and gullies and rine,

i., hand c.N.,re farming uthods of the past with those now in use

soil, and describe chaos that have been zde to employ methodi

of soil conservation,

define the following tent contour, plowing, terracing,

eovercrops, crop rotation, fertilizer,

romintal defile the following tams: pest, pesticide, insecticide,

nature in fltgicide,

rld,

draw and describe the DE cycle,

give mons why chemicals should not be added

environment until we understand their full off'

list futors leading to thi necessity of forse
tress, Lel, lnior,

paper, pep, hogs for
recreation.

types of draw and describe the DI cycle,

rosents

Ove reasons why chemicals should not be added to our

soirout tatil we understand their Ml effect,

most list factors leading to the necessity of forests Ind

trees, ile,, lumber, paper, pep, homes for animals,

recreation,

16



tat methods of conservation are being

loyed to preserve timber,

the mechanism by which plants comert are

fors of matter to
another form of :atter,

utilizing the sun's enervi to form

obi:laical hands,

that we use physical and chemical proper-
ties in the identification of terials,

the simplest
substances obtainable are

called element,

describe legislation tich prohibits Imbuing

areas,

- list methods of timing out our forests, i.e
weak Hilbers of a species, logging only a

o trees per acre.

list various tree diseases caused tv insects

are controlled,

are being

define the following;

atom, proton, electron, neutron, molecule, a

chetal hand natter, energy,

list the corpots utilized by plants in the
procees

list the mounds formed it photosynthesis,

writs a balanced
molecular equation for photo

covert are

ort of matter,

to form

cotstruct a relationship fror the photosytthe

sharing tat matter was tatrilized created not
in this process but simply changed its form,

perform the flame test tich cotstitutes a t
of identifyliz metals,

cal propes.

f materials,

by dipping a clean platinum loop into a salt o

particdar tettalic ion he will observe the co
flame Induced, Vith the use of a epeetrose

acteristic sputum lay be identified,

deallinse sugar to discover the
eletents found

e.mund, By heating sugar in a test tube the
breaks down into osrbon end another comsat

earbon is first
identified before

burning in ai,
?ace 3

describe legislation tich prohibits lumbering in particular

areas,

list methods of thinning out our forests, i.e., removing

mat tethers of a species, logging only a small percentage

of trees per acre,

list various tree diseases caused by insects and how they

ars controlled,

defite the following.,

atm, proton, electron, neutron, molecule, compound,

citdeal hand matter, eneris,

list the compounds utilized by plants in the thotospithesis

proess,

list the eompounds formed in photosynthesis,

writs a balanced molecular equation for photosytthesis,

construct a relationship from the photospithetic equation

sharing tat matter was nutrilized created not destroyed

in this process but simply changed its fors,

Oracle

perform the flame test tich constitutes a physical method

of identifyitg metals,

by dipping a clean platim loop into a salt containing a ,

particular mettalic ion he will observe the color of the
flame produced. Vith the use of a spectroscope a char

acteristie speetivm may be identified.

table are
decompose sugar to discover the elments food in the
compound, 13y heating sugar in a test tube the sugsr
breaks dot into carbon and mother compound water, The

carbon is first identified before bulling in air.
Pq,e 3

LL'
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that matter
exists as three forms or states

solids, liquids,
and gases.

that onerg/
is always involved

when a

substance changes
fro: one state

to

another,

mixture)
are complex substances

and not

a single substance.

matter ie particulate
and not continuous,

atom collide
and etay together

forting

bonds which
hold these

atoms together

is molecules,

9r',

. the visible gas is bubbled through
litewater

es the cotpound carbon dioxide
when the I

dig, The water
produced by heating

sugar i

cobalt chloride
paper which Changes from

blue

color.

detonstrate the breakdown
products of water

c

electrolysis experiment.
Ihe two gases, omy

hybogen may be easily identified
by testing

splint and a flaming splint,

demonstrate the
three forms

of natter by
heat

ice to ahange the
solid water to

liquid water

heating the water
to change the

liquid water

water vapor,

plot a graph using temperature
as a function

heating the ice and water in
the experiment

a

observing the
plateaus at the

boiling point

point the
energ change at

the phase or clzng

is discovered,

It
eperate

a solution of salt
and water by heat

solution in
an evaporating dish

to remove the

then to observe
the residue

which maim,

look at newspaper clippings
to discover

the

of grey and black
using a hand lone to see th

individual particles
which

compose the pie

perform
a demonstration to

show how the pat
hydrochloric

acid combine
with the particles

ammonium chloride
to form a solid substance

chloride,
He will take

each of these liquids
to seperato

corks and place
the corks

into an
of large glass

tubing,
A white cloud

of emmo
forme as the two pee

collide to
form a white

tube,

Page b

- the visible gas is bubbled through limewater to identify it

is the compound carbon dioxide when the limewater ttrns

The water produced by heating sugar is tested with

aioalt chloride paper Vaich changes from blue color to red

color,

demonstrate the breakdogi products of water ming out an

electrolysis experiment. The two gases, oxygen and

hydngen :ay be easily identified by testing with a glowing

splint and a flaming splint,

e forms or states demonstrate the three forms of matter by heating a piece of

6 ice to change the solid water to liquid water, Continue

heating the water to change the liquid water to gaseoue

water vapor,

olved when a

state to

plot a gaph using tem4erature as a function of time when

heating the ice and water in the experiment above. By

observing the plateaus at the boiling point and freezing

point the energy change at the phase or change of state

is discovered,

es and not . seperate a solution of salt and water by heating the

solution in an evaporating dish to remove the water and

then te observe the residue which remains,

not continuoue,
look at newspaper clippings to discover the various ehade

of grey and black using a hand lens to see the tiny

individual particles which cimee the pictures,

ether foaming

mo together

perforn a demonstration to show how the particles from

hydrochloric acid combine with the particles from

nium chloride to form a solid substance ammonium

chloride, He will take each of these liquids add them

to seperate corks and place the corks into an open piece

of large glass tubing, A white cloud of ammonium chloride

forms as the two gases collide to fomm
a white ring in the

tube,

rageb

II
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that extremely large limbers and

extremely small numbers my be expressed

by using ewentials to show their

mgnitde,

that matter is made up of mleedes..

Molecules are made u; of atom which

are the smallest structural part of

matter, Atom are distingdshed by

their structue which is the smallest

functional part of the elemnts,

- the atom is mde of emller particles

(the neutron, proton, electron) which

are arraked in a definite pattern,

why any tz elements may or my not react

together.

21

- list in writing the multiples and submatiples

following expressions:

'Mere, 1012 1-micro 10.'4

0:gigc. 10 MInano 10-9

1{:ki1 o 103 ?lin 10-1

ii:hecto 102 ;:fento lg.
15

18
Da:deka 101 kzatto

deci 101

C:centi '10
2

rs and

y be expressed

how their

- list the general physical properties of elan

dist*dsh between physical and chemical c

distingdsh between elements, compounds, and

- identify a give sample of an element as retail
nonmetallic,

draw a simple diagom of an atom.

list the characteristics
(else, weigh, charge

of the 3 min particles that make up an atom,

istinguish an atom by its atomic structure

it as an element.

list elements
according to atomic nder,

list the number of protons, neutrons, and elec

each element.

arrange electrons in orbits by the definite

recognise an inert element,

Page ri

molecules,

tom which

part of

hed by

emllest

nts

r ;articles

etron) which

pattern,

my not react

list in writing the multiples and subettiples for the

following expressions:

4m 1012 Ikacro 10:

G:gigs 109

bkilo 103

Recto 102

Ittdeka 101
1

deci 10

C:eenti 102

milli 103

kano 10J

Nico 10.10

Mot 10.15

izatto 10.18

list the general physical properties of elements,

. distinguish between physical and chemical changes,

distinguish between elements, compounds, and mixtures,

. identify a ive stele of an element as metallic or

nonmetallic,

draw a simple diagram of an atom.

list the characteristics (site, weight, charge and location)

of the 3 main particles that rake up an atom.

distinguish an atom by it atomic structure and identify

it as an element,

list elements according to atomic number.

liat the number of protons, neutrons, and electrons for
each element.

arrange electrons in orbit by the definite arrangement.

recogdze an inert element.

Page PI



the periodic table is a functional chart

of elements by atomic 1 wer, electron

confixation, and chemical propecies,

atoms of elements ccnbine in regular

definite patternS,

typical reactions of families of elements

such as metal and nonmetal,

reactions perally fall into, spetifie

cetagories, A general equation can be

written which wild smaarice all the

elareples in that eategoll,

detenaine tich element will share electrons

stable,

identify families and periods of elements,

distinpish between metal and non-metal

list properties of families and tich fanilies

which other fedlies,

identify the components of simple molecular co

rite the formula of simple comunde,

Dtroducce

- rite a simple balanced equation.

identify by properties the elemente tich are

those that are nonmetals,

write balanced equations for the reaction be

and nonmetal,

describe composition reactions and. write the

equation to show this type of reaction,

tional chart

r, electron

properties,

- determine tich elements will share electrons and become

stable,

identify families and periods of elements.

distingdsh between metal and nonmetal

list preperties of families and which families react with

Idch other failies,

regular - identify the components of simple molecdar compounds,

write the formula of simple compounds.

write a simple balanced equation.

es of elements - identify by properties the elements tell are metals and

those that are metals,

describe decomposition reactions and write the

equation to show this type of reaction.

describe the neutralization
reaction and write

equation to show this type of reaction,

perform one of each type of reaction.

that ten matter idergoes a physical or
alum volume of a substance by one of volechemical change, We is moved,

Pre 8

write balanced eptions for the reaction between a metal

and nonmetal,

specific . describe composition reactions and write the general

ton can be equation to show this type of reaction,
se all the

describe decomposition reactions and write the general

equation to show this type of reaction,

describe the netalization reaction and write the general

equation to show this type of reaction.

perfona one of each type of reaction.

Grade 9

14110141 Science

a pilsical or mare volume of a substance by one of various methods,vett.

1aPe 8

21



tit hracteriatic propertio of a

substance can be used to distingdsh

one substance from another,

. that mixtues of pure substances can be

seperated on the basis of their character.
istic properties,

25

. establish a weight sole,

. measure the mass of a substance4

demollstratethat mass is conserved when a plias

a solid dissolves in a livid, a chemical nu
a preciptate,

- a chemical reaction produces a gas

two solids react chnically ten heated.

determine the densities of solids, liquids,

- determine the thensal expansion of solids li

. determine the elasticity of solids and gas,

detente the freezing ond melting points of

detencine the boiling point of a liquid,

detette the solubility of substances in va

and at various temperatures,

. read solubility graphs.

62 of a

stinguish

demonstrate that the solubility of gases dee

increase in temporature,

separate a mixture of to livids using Prot

distillation.

establish a weight sole,

. measure the MN of a substance,

nstrate that mass is conserved ten a phase change occurs.

a solid dissolves in a livid; a chemical reaction produces

a preciptate,

lii

a chemical reaction produces a gas,

two rlids rtact chemically when heated,

detensine the densities of solids, liquids, and gases,

detening the theimal expansion of solids, liquids, and gases

deteraine the elasticity of solids and gas,

detersine the freezing and melting points of substances,

. detsimine boiling point of a liquid,

detersine ho Jcltility of substances in various solvents

and at various teperatures.

. read solubility graphs,

detsonstrate that the solubility of gases decreases with

increase in tesTerature,

es esn be
separate a mixture of two liquids using fractional

ir character- distillation,

separate an insoluble solid from a soluble so

filtration.

separate a mixture of' two soluble solids us

cmtallization,

separate a mixture of soluble solids using
,chrsnto,rrhv.

Pa

separate an insoluble solid from a soluble solid using

filtration,

separate a ixture of two soluble solids using Practical .

crystallization,

separate a mixture of soluble solids using paper
c11:1,1,tr;irrliv.
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. that wner. the end products of a

separt mixture are physically

cotbined, the original substance

will be formed,

. that conNunds can be separated hy

chemical means.

. that pure substances art classified as

either elements or compounds,

that matter is made up of tiro/ particles

called atoms.

how a acientist conducts an investigation

aPd the characteristics of
the system he

, uses to make measurements,

Physical Science

that there
are :any forme of matter made

up of

various particles
and differing in properties

as well as in composition,

the nature of atoll and nolecules ;Itch

make up tte various
forma of i tter,

that all natter
my undergo a chemieal

change as well
as a physical change,

combine tte end products of the fractional dis

pacer chromatography erperiments to obtain the

mixtures,

deconpose a compound by means of heat,

de INR.se a compound by means of electrolysis,

analyze elements and ...undo using flame tee

spectral analysis,

observe the effect of radioactive substances

film Geiger couater, and cloud chamber,

differentiate between a control pup and an

differentiate between a hypothesis and a the

ally

ted by

sifted as

;articles

investigation

system he

be able to identify
the various forms of matte

ample of each,

categorize the form in tem of metals no

etc,

Science

flatter made up of

in properties

be able to draw
structures of both atom and

list the individual
particles that make up the

give examples of
both chemical

change aad phy

:atter and identify
the resulting

structures,

Page 10

which

utter,

chtaical

champ,

combine the end products of the fraetimal distillation or

paper chromatography experiments to obtain the original

mixtures,

decompose a compound by means of heat,

decgose a comund by neaps of electrolysis,

analyze elenants and co.unds using flee tests tad

spectral analysis,

abserve the effect of radioactive substances on photographic

film Geiger counter, and cloud chatber.

Grade 10

differentiate between a control group and an experinental

group,

- differentiate between a hypottesis and a theory,

Grade 1041

be able t identify tte various
forns of natter and give an

example of each,

catacorize the forum in terms of metals, nonetals, gases,

etc,

be able to draw structures
of both a and molecules and

list the individual particles that
i e up the structural

give examples of both crA;cal
change and physical change of

3atter and identify
tau resulting structures,

Pace 10
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the various phases of :atter and their

relation to enerty,

that eqval vole of gases under the same

conditions of temPerature and pressure

contain an equal number of particleS,

- that the mole concept applies te all forms

of matter,

. that the periodic table of the elements

represents a periodic function of all the

elements,

perform a simple experiment in which a chemical

occurs and determine steichiometrically how mat

conserved,

. be able to illustrate how it is possible to

from one fort to another,

calculate the volume of a gas sueh as hydrogen

will be required to foil a given volume of

. be able to interpret both the Boyle law and the

L5W which apply to cases,

work out problem: which applv to the begat

(ie; that there are 6,0a1(1 particles in one

substance,

. perform a simple experiment in which a chemical change

occurs and determine stoichiometrically how matter is

conserved,

. be able to illustrate hcw it is possible to change matter

from one form to another,

and their calculate the volume of a gas such as tqdrogen Itch

will be required to form a given volume of &Ionia,

under the same

pressure

particles,

be able to write and balance chemical
equations

. show how the equations relate to the mole cone

calculate the gram atomic mass of elements and

this to moles,

relate the situation to atomic mass and gran

constinct the periodic table.

syMbolize each element in its proper group,

organize a list of the elements
so that they f

various catagories such as metals, tan.metals

compare the proporties of each
group and uncle

behavior from the poehtion
they occg in the

table,

be able to interpret both the loyle law and the Charles

Law itch apply to cases, ,

work out problems which applv to the Avagadro hypothesis

(ie; that there are 6,240 particles in one mole of ay

substance,

es tio all forms - be able to write and balance ehemical equations,

show how the equations relate to the mole concept,

the elements

on of all the

the bonding types between
atm And their

identify the various types of bonds,

effect on structural fonms,

Pa.,,e 11

calculate the gram atomic mase'of elements and convert

this to moles,

- relate the situataon to atomic sass and atomic

construct the periodic table,

symbolize each element in its proper group,

organize a list of the elements so that they fall under

various catagories such as metals, non.metals, gases, etc,

co;are the proporties of each group and understand their

behavior from the position they occupy in the Periodic

table,

and their - identify thevarious types of bonds,

poo i



- a substance is a homgenous variety
of matter all specimens of tit have,,,

identical mess and coposition,

matter my exist in a solid, lià a
gaseous *se, A chmge in phase is
acme:lied by the absorption or releao
of %leis

gases take the shape and vol

centainer they occy,

illustrate each type by a taps,

mare the physical
properties of each type

be able to measure the abilit of an element
electron,

- be able to me the
electronegatixity table

to predict the nate of a bond,

list general properties tit
can be used to

elements,

- list changes tit indicate
a chemical reacti

variety

ch have

BitioL

- identify by observation
tether a ci wund or a

fomed ten te dents are combined,

identify and distingui,sh son, liquids, and

read at interpret 'a phase change dap,

6 list values for
stmlard temperate and pre

liOd or

phase is

or release

of the
explain and calculate togas in gas vol
Boyle's and lark' s la

- 1ti1s have
a definite volume

but no
definite shape,

They take the shape of
the container they occupy,

1 I.

Ist of the'

us

calculate the vol change of a gas using the
gas laws,

list the reasons the Ideal
Gas laws do not bola

high presaures and low 4,1 rataes,

list the properties of a gas under the
Icinetic

Gases,

describe the
arrangement and motion of particleliquid,

?age 12

- illustrate each type by a diagram.

eompare the ploical properties of eat type of bond,

be able to measure the ability of an element to attract
electron,

be able to use the electronegativity
table

to predict the nature of a bond,

- list general properties tit
can be used to identify

elements,

list changes tit indicate a ehmainal reaction takes place, ,

- identify by observation
tether a compound or a titre is

foreed ten two elemnts are combined,

- identify and distinpish
solith, liquios, and gases,

read aM interget a phase change
diagram,

list values for standard temperate and mate,

- explain and caleulate
changes in gas volme using

lyle's and Charle's 10$

calcdate the volume
change of a gas using the

combined
gas laws,

- list the reasons the Ideal
Gas lom ao nothold true at

high pressures and low temperatures.

- list the properties of
a gas under the

Icirietic Taeory ofGams,

bnt no
- describe the arrangement

and motien of particles in ashape of

Page 12



. solids hive a definite volume and shape.

that energy may be converted from one

fora to another but is never destroyed,

in a chemical reaction energi is either

absorbed or released,

- that scientific experiments apparently

smut the particulate
nature of matte

that all elements
axe composed of basic

chemical units-atoms,
?lie atoms tho

selves are struetexed.

33

. predict the affect of pressure on a liquid.

. determine the heat of vaporization of a liquid,

- identify the toiling point of a liquid from a

pressure graph,

describe position and arrangement of particles

basic geometzic Bolide,

define the melting point and deterdne its valu

various solids,

read and interpert
a cooling curve on a graph

. ululate the heat of fusion of various solids

- list examples of the different fats of
energi

differentiate tetween exothemic
and eadothermi'

. apply the law of conserlation of matter and
eta

chemical equations.

measure the change in the
energy content of a

reaction.

conver from Celsius to Dlvin
temperature scale

describe the fundamental
properties of the ele

proton, and neutron.

. relate the mass number and atomic
number to the

of eat ate,

and shape .

from one

destroyed,

is either

. predict the affect of pressue on a liquid.

determine the heat of vaporization of a liquid.

. identify the boiling point of a liquid from a vapor

pressure graph,

'. describe position Nli arrangement of
particles in the

basic geometric solids,

. define the melting point and determine its value
for

various.solids,

read and interpert
a cooling curve on a Rapt.

calculate the heat of fusion
of various solids,

list emples af the different forms of enerm

differentiate between exothermic
and endothetc reactions.

.

. apply the law of conservation of tatter and
energy to

chemical equations.

measure the change in the
energ content of a chendcal

reaction,

conver from Celsius to lalvin 'temperature
scale,

;Tartly
- describe the Mantel properties of

the electron,

of matter..
proton, and neutron,

d of 'clic

them.
relate the mass nunber

and atomic number to the structure

of each atom.

Page 13

. list differences ,il.ng the isotooes
of a parti

. write the symbol for the
more co

atomic nuMber and mass number.

1101
n elements

Page 13

list differences
among the isotooes of

a particular element.,
,

write the srbol for the more co

atomic number and
mass number.

11111
n elements with its



that modern
cencepts of atonic Metz linos the relationship

between the energy lehave evolved and continue to evolve as
Bohr model ea the observed

spectrum of hydronev expertental information
is presented.

that the same of radiaetivity
and

atomic energ is the nueleus
of the

atm

list the four
quantum numbers and

describe pro

the energ levels
that they

convey,

a chemical bond
rests from the sir&

taneous attraction of
electrons to tt

write the electron
eolligation notation for

with atomic numbers
1-20,

c *eat
evolve as

n is punted.,

drai the
orbital notation for the elements

with
numbers 1.20,

reproduce an
aeon-dot dagrem

for ar4, giv

- explain how the
properties at

electronic etc
atom are related

to the ionization
energies, e

affinities, and
electronegativities.

chemical changes
ifl occur

among atoms if
the changes lead to a lower

energ condition
ionization energy,and hem

a more stable
structure,

Page 14

observe and discuss
the difference

in the line

several elements.

distinguish between
alpha, beta, and

write balanced eyatns
show the radioact'

perform simple
caleulations based

on the half-1

radioisotope,

- use a geiger counter
or a cloud amber to dete

radiation,

- relate energ takes
to exothermic

and endoth
reactions,

predict the
stability of a c

und from heat o

vity and

of the

discuss the relationship between the energy levels in the

Bohr model and the observed spectrum of hydrocen,

list the four quantal numbers and describe properties of

the eneru levels that they convey.

- write the electron
configation notation for the elements

with atomic numbers 120.

draw tne orbitl netation for the elements with atomic

numbers 1-20, ,

reproduce an electrondot diagram for ary given element,

- explain boy the prcperties and electronic stature of

atoms are related to the ionization energies, electron

affinities, and electronegativities,

observe and discuss the difference in the line spectra of

several elements,

the eta-
ts to two

1119

distingth betveen alpha, beta, and F, 110,
radiation,

write balanced equations to ehov the
radioactive processes, ,

perfoc staple calculations basedon the half-life of a

radioisotope,

ue a geiger cater or a cloud tenter to
detect

radiation,

- relate enem chaste to exothermic and endothermic

reactions.

predict the stability of
a colmcound from heat et

forettion,

wag atom if
- predict the tendency of an element to

react based on its

eterg condition
ionization enem.

tam.

Page 14

predict the
tendency of

an element to
react bas

1 1_



- the electrons involved in bond formation

pp be transferred from one atom to

another, or P'i be shared equally or

unequally between t110 atoms,

- groups of atoms covalently bonded in a

molecule may be attracted to stilar
adectes or to ions,

a chemical formula is both a qualitative

and a quantitative
expression of the com.

position of an element or a compound,

37

predict the tendency of an element to react ba

electron affinity,

- describe and explain the tendency of an atom

their maxim complement of valence electrons,

nd formation

atom to

ny or

disttholish between ionic, covalent, and me

and characteristics of each type of bond.

- differentiate electronic codiguration of an

ion and make drawings of each.

- draw and interpert electron dot diagram,

- use electronegitivity difference to determine

character of a bond,

distingtsh between polar and nonpolar eubstan

reco;ire end explain the distribution of char
gives zise to a dipole vitt,

- explain the nature of tte Iiidrogen
bond.

describe and explain van der waalls forces,

relate van der wall's forces to increasing boi
of a series of similar compounds.

nded in a

similar

explain the solubility
of compounds in polar o

solvents,

- recognize and write symbols
for tbe elements,

distingdsh and write molecular and empirical

- predict the tendency of an element to react based on its

electron affinity,

- describe and explain the tendency of an atom to obtain

their do complement of valence electrons,

distinpish between ionic, covalent, and metallic bending

and charaeteristics of each type of bond,

. differentiate electronic rafiguration of an atom from its

ion and make dratngs of each,

- draw and interpert electron dot diagrams,

- use electronegitivity difference to determine the ionic

character of a bond,

- distinguish between polar and nonpolar substances,

reco;ize and explain the distrkbution of clic* which

gives rise to a dipole unit,

explain the nature of the hydrogen bond,

- describe and explain van der walls forces,

relate van der wall's forces to increasing boiling points
of a series of slar comunds,

- explain the solubility of compods inpolar or nonpolar

solvents,

plitative recoize and write symbols for the elements,
of the cm.

- distingsh and write moleoular
and empirical formalas,

- use traditional nomenclature
to name &aides, bases, and

salts,

Page 15

. use traditional n

salts,

Page 15

Mature to name acides



that the periodic table has progressed

through tag different stagee, llowever,

the periodic table today is based on atonic

number and properties,

- that the periodic table tan be used as a

means of detenaining the properties and

characteristics of elements,

that the cold is a relationship among

the elements of a given group (family)

39

list oxidation numbers for elements.

- write and balance a simple equation,

name and explain the basis of the three fore

modern periodic table.,

- dive and explain the reasons for the preset

of the elements in the periodie table.

. identify groups and series on the periodic tab

explein the trends within a given period or

- graph the atomic radii of elements
verses a

progressed

ges, however,

is based on atomic

an be used as a

properties and

rite,

- approximate the ionic radius of an element fr

in the periodic table,

identify the positions of metals, nonmetals

on the periodic table.

graph the ionization energ verses atomic

- graph the electron affinity
verses atomic

- list the general characteristics
of metals, n

metalloids,

determine the number of valence electrons co
in a given group.

ionship among

(family)

- list the general properties
and characteristic

goup, more specifically
one of the "A" groups

tative elements).

list and explain the properties of a goup of t
elements.

Page 16

- list oxidation netters for elements,

write and balance a simple equation,

- name and explain the basis of the three foreronners of the

modern periodic table.

diagram and explain the reasons for the present arrangement

of the elements in the periodic table,

identify groups and series on the periodic table,

explain the trends within a given period or group,

graph the atomic radii of elements verses atode niters.

approximate the ionic radius of an el

in the periodic table,

nt from its position

identify the posil'ions of metals, nonmetals, and metalloids ,

on the periodic t 4s,

gaph the ionization energ ierses atomic pier.

gaph the eleetron affir4 verses atomic niter,

- list the general c1,4racteristics of metals, no tale, and

metalloids.

determine the number of valence electrons cotton to elements

in a given grAp.

- list the general properties aad characteristics
of a given

group, more specifically one of the "g" groups (represen-

tative elements).

list and explain the properties of a group of transition
elements,

Page 16
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as a plot ia 63e1Yed from left to right,

a atudy of to (tants leads to certain

generalizatana aertathing to size, ionization

energies, ozdaton states, valence and

metallic chartrmistics.

that there are twl (2) spetial series of

tranaition elemams.

that the rate of a eiemisal reaction depends

upon many factor:: as well as the change in

the energy of the lye%

list am explain the properties of the Group 0

het ani explath the trends within a given ped

of the !allowing:

ionization energies,

elEtronegativities,

oxition states.

vain! electrons (dot formulas),

mota:lic characteristics,

list ani describe the two ape6a1 aeries of e

g1v14 the following:

atomic mmbers of elements in each,

ha toy differ from other tansitions el

le:portico of :Arlo,

identify te major tag level in tit elle

la for the particular transition seriee

list to variable possible values that a pa

tremsition elemant my have.

determine the rate of chemical reaction,

ca:oulats the Nat of reaction for a chemieal

predict the affect on the rate of a tonal

a Caange in concentration takes ;Lot,

prediet the affect on the rato of a chemical

when a change in temperate takes place.

pre:lid the Affect on le rate of a chemical

when a catalyst is adde,

predict the affect on the rate of A chetica

the reaction mochanisc is know.

Page 1/

left to righ,

to certain

, size, ionization

valenee and

:al series of

list an( explain the properties of the Group 0 elemente.

list an( explain the trends within a given period of each

of the :allowing:

radii,

ioniution energies,

eletronegativities.

oxiotion states,

value electrone (dot fomulas),

metalle characteristics,

list aril describe the two special series of elements

givthg the followthg:

atomic ntabers of elements in each,

how toy differ from other transitions elements,

impotence of series,

identify the major energ level in which electmans Art

fillfrg LI for the partictaar transition series,

list tle veriLble possible valances that a particular

tration element may nal,

photon dapende decline the rata of a chemical reaetion,

is the change in

ca:culate the heat of reaction for a chemical reaction,

prvlict the affect on the rate of A chemical reaction ten

a elange in concentration takes place.

prediet the affect on the rate of a chemical reaction

tin a change in temperate takes place.

predict the affect on le rats of a chemical reaction

tan a catalyst is adde.

predict the affect on the rate of a chemical reaction when

the re:4ton whinier, is tow,

?age 11



that the rates e tante of ea chemical

reactions aN equil in the opposite dir

ections and tea rates can be changed by

various factors.

lir. the different types of eqdlibries aye of eom chemical

opposite dir

be changed byapp.y le Chatelier' a primiple with respect to

diftent evilibrium systems.

predict the change in rates with a change in

predict the choge in the rate with a change

predct the ehange in the rate with a change

predict the change in the rate with the addit

catgtst,

foztate tho evilibrium expression from the

equation,

pretct te strength of an acid or base fro

of the equilibrio constant,

predict the solubility of a substance by the

the aolubility product constant,

that chemical :Win take place spontamoully detente the energ change within a given eh
When there is an energ loss and entropy tin detente the entropy change within a given o
in the dotal systo,

motion,

predict if a chemical reaction takes 'Aloe

from le value of the free energ of the cht

predict the stability of a compound from its

formation,

that an electrolyte
ie a edition composed list ogle ogles of eleotrolytest ionidof ions1

and acids,

Page 18

lis the different types of equilibrio systems.

app4 I.e Chatelier' a principle with respect to the

diffvent equilibrio systems.

prkot the change in rates with a change in concentration, ,

predict the change in the rate with a change in te4er8ture, ,

predot the c in the rate with a change in pressure,

pre 0,t the change in the rate with the addition of a

catt'.7st,

foriate tit equilibrium expression fro the chemical

equatica,

predict -he strength of an acid or base from the magnitude

of tie equilibrium constant,

predict the solubility of a substance by the magnitude of

the soliicility product constant,

place apontaneolley . detemine the energ change within a given ehoical reaction,
i

a and entropy gain detente the entropy change within a given chemical

reaction,

predict if a chemical reaction takes place spontaneooly

fro the value of the free energy of the chemical reaction,

predict the stability of a c,liond fro its heat of

formtion,

olution composed list specific examples of eleotrolytest ionic compounds

and acids,

state the factors tich affect boiling and fri

Page 18

state the factors tich affect boiling and freezing points,



. that soltans may be classified as acids

or bases, Let having their owa character .

istic propeeies,

acid.bes neutralitation priains to the

reaction which occtrs when equivalent

quantities of an acid and a hydroxide

are mixed.

that the degree of ionizatiot of an acid

will determine the concentration
of the

solution,

45

. list the characteristic properties of acids,

.satetheArrheniussndBronsted.towrydefinitio

acids, and tse a reaction to show each.

list the characteristic properties of bases,

US6 the Arthenius and BronstedIkwry theories to

examples of a base,

define and give an example of an amphoteric subs

the help of chart.H on the periodic table.handb

sited as acids list the characteristic properties of acids,

ir own character.

. determine the concentration of an acid or bassi:

the titration method And the tit:1ton formula

the coicentration of An acid,

. predict the salt formed from an aaidpbase react

. detente acids, bases, cotjugate acids and co

in a given reaction,

defig end give an example of a buffer,

. determine the strongest acid and the weakest ao

list :ontaining their ionization constant,

. calculate the hydmonita Ion concentration of a

using the ionization constant of water,

oalouleue the PH and the PI of a solution,

. calculate the hydronium JO concentration from

write the orpressiot used to find ph,

detemnine the ph of a solution by using hydrion

ins to the

eqtalent ,

hqdroxide

iot of at acid

ton of the

solve molarity probl

Page lg

state the Arrhenius and Bronsted.lowry definitions of

acids, and use a reaction to show each.

list the characteristic properties of bases.

USe the Arrhenius and Bronsted.lowry theories to give

examples of a base.

define and give an example of an Amphoteric substance with

the help of lhart.li on the periodic table.handont,

determine the concentration of an acid or base, lIsing

the titration method and the titration forda, determine

the coicentration of an acid,

predict the salt formed from an acid.base reaction,

determine acids, bases conjugate acids and conjugate bases

in a Oen reaction,

define And give an example of a buffer,

deteraine the strongest acid and the weakest acid from a

list s,ontaining their lordzation cotatant,

. calculate the 4ydron1 um ion concentration of a solution

using the ionization constant of water,

. calculate the PE and the P011 of a solution,

calculate the hydrotiom ion concentration from ph,

write the expressio: used to find ph,

determine the Ph of a solution by using hydrion paper,

. solve molarity probl

Page lg



that the oxidatioveduction reactiona

result from the competition between

atm for electrons,

that the proper anakeramit of an oxidizing

agent and a reducing agent can result it

the production of electricity by a chemical

reaction,

that in an electrolytic
cell oxidation and

redaction reactions can be forced to take

place by supplying electrical
energ from

an external source,

. that the balancing of diffioult
eptione

ean be done more easily by
using the ox.

idation and reduction
method to balatoe,

deteradne the oxidationAmmbers of the atoms o

in a compound by applying the rules of steal

numbers,

on reactions

on between

identify the element Itch undergoes the proce

oxidation by the change in the oxidation state

identify the element Which undergoes the pm

reduction by the change in Ihe oxidation state

determine the number of electrons lost by the

and the number of electrons gained
by the oxi

identify a half-cell reaction wdiich
involves o

identify a half-cell reaction
which involves

determine the total cell potential
treats c

two half.cells,

determine the oxidation nuMbers of the atoms of elements

in a compound by applying the rules of assiping oxidation

numbers,

identify the element which undergoes the process of

o4dation by the change in the oxidation state,

. identify the element which undergoes the process of

reduction by the change in the oxidation state,

determine the nUmber of electrons lost by the reducing agent

and the number of electrons gained by the oxidizing agent,,

t of an oxidizing identify a half.cell reaction which involves oxidation,

can reset in

ity by a chemical . identify a half-cell reaction which involves reduction,

determine if the oxidation.reduction
reaction

spontaneous by the airA of the cell potential

determine inter what conditions
an electroche

will have a total potential
of zero,

. determine the oxidation reaction which takes
p

positive electrode in
a given electrolytic op

deternine the reduction
reaction tit takes

negative electrode in a given electrolytic
co

determine the total cell pothatiel from the coupling of

two half.cells,

determine if the oxidation.reduction reaction will be

spontaneous by the SiOf

determine under what conditions
an electrochemical cell

will have a total potential of zero,

11 oxidation and . elartine the oxidation reaction which takes place at the

forced to take
positive electrode in a given electrolytic cell,

eel energy from

draw a diagram to show the
operation of a part

electrolytic cell,

write the oxidation
equation,

write the reduction
equation,
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. determine the reduction reaction which takes place at the

negative electrode in a given electrolytic
cell,

thwadiagram to show the operation
ofaparticulzr

electrolytic cell,

oult evations
.1e141 the oxidation equation,

using the oxp

to balance,
, Ite the reduction equation,
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. that the large number of organic cimitunds

results from the unique ability of carbon

te foga stable ttnds vitt itself as well as

with other ell nts,

ttat the large number and diversity of carbon

compounde,necessitates a logical system of

classification and nomenclature,

. that a large number of derivatives
aro

balance the oxidation equation and the reducti

equation so that tte number of electrons
lost e

the amber of electrons ,gained,

balance the general equation by using
coeffici

attained from the balancing of the oxidation e

and the reduction equation,

recogit.ze the difference between
an orgahic and

inorganic coll'und,

draw the carbon tetrahedron,

list the general properties
of organic

contrast them with those of
inorganic c4mund

distinguish beget saturated
end unsaturated

recognize the different
classes of carbon c

upon struetal differences,

genie compounds

ity of carbon

tself as well as

balance the oxidation equation and the reduction

equation so that the number of electrons lost
equal

the number of electrons gained,

balance tte general equation by using
coefficients

attained from the balancing of the oxidation equation

and the reduction equation,

recognize the difference between an organic and an

inorganic compound,

draw the carbon tetrahedron,

list the general properties of
organic compounds and

contrast them vitt those of inorganic
compounds,

distinguish betweeh saturated and
unsateated mci eculest

varsity of carbon recoglize tte different classes
of carbon compunds baied

gioal system of upon structural differences,

ture

. me and write formulae for the simple hydroc

D63 ball.anktick models
of the simple hydroo

draw the athlete of a given H:oter of a

of hydrocarbons,

discuss the sources
and uses of soge important

write structme
for And nage some of the :ere

possible by :edifying
hydrocarbon molecules,

organic derivates in the following
classes:

halides
esters

alcohols
ketones

aldohydet

acids

ethers

?age 21

tt 9

nage and write fortes for the simple
hydrocarbon compounds

mite ball.andstick
models of the simple hydroearbon

compounds,

draw the structure of
a given megber of a homologous

series

of hydrocarbons,

discuss the
sources and uses of some important

hydrocarbons,

atives are
wite structures for

aid name some of tte tore to

carbon molecules,
organic derivates in the

following 63000Si

halides
esters

alcohols
ketones

aldehydes

acids

amines

ethers

gage 21
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that many organia mounds can be famed imestigate experimentally some si;le addition
by a few cool .n reactions,

substitution reactions,

prepee some aimple esters from acids and alco

prepan a complex organic compoed and check i

by deteming its melting point,

obsem 'nr preform) the polymerization of a p

observe fermentation reaction,

seperate a mixtee of organic liquids by distil

write orrectly balanced equations for simple o

reactiors,

identify the produets and explain their uses

following reactions:

fee:cation

substitution

saponification

e ate rif ication

polizeization

edition

can be forted investigate experimentally some simple addition and

substitution reactions,

prepa:s some simple esters from acids and alcohols,

preparo a complex organie compound and check ita pity

by deteming its melting point,

observe ;or preform) the polymerization of a plastic,

observe a fementation reaction,

seperats a mixture of organic liquids by distillation,

write 'orreatly balanced equiations for simple organic

reactions

identify the products and explain their uses from the

foriowiq reactions;

the relationship of chemistry and
diem: the atomic structure of the elements usphysics to the atudy of living things,
Bohr Model of the atom,

51

compare and contrast covalent, ionic, and dydro

deacribe free energy change and entropy,

compare and contrast
carbolridrates, lipid!), and

mope the totiona
groups; methylk, by

carbo4l, carboqlketo
and aldo, suffhydzyl,
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femention

substitution

saponification

esterification

polimerization

addition

diagram the atomic structure of the elements using the

Bohr Model of the atom,

compare and contrast covalent, ionic, and 4drogen bonds,

desaribe free energ change and entropy,

compare and contrast carbohydrates,
lipids, and proteins,

recoOe the fiuttional groups: methylk, hydro4l,
carbo4l, carbonylketo

and aldo, suffhydryl, amino, eta,

Page 22



the role of enzps in nate,

identify the molecular strata of carbohydra

atds, lipids, amino acids, nucleotides, po

identiti the 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional s

proteins and the double helix model,

compute problems showing knowledge of concepts

steichiometry and chemical equilibria,

definecatalysts and catalysis,

describe the enzyme substrate complex and ho

work,

compare and contrast competitive and noncoqat

inhibitors,

list the factors affecting the rate and/or di

of enzpie reactions,

compare and contrast enzymes and coenzymes,

describe the enzyme "lock It key" hypothesis,

define and give examples of inorganic cafacto

prosthetic groups,
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identify the molecular structure of carbohydrates organic

acids, lipids, ardno acids, nucleotides, paphyrins,

identify the 2 tmensional and 3 dimensional stuture of

proteins and the double helix model,

corpte problems showing howledge of concepts of

stoichiomet and chemical equilibria,

deinecatalysts and catalysis,

desuibe the enzyme substrate complex od how enzymes

work,

cow and contrast corpetitive and noncompotitive

inhibitors,

list the factors effecting the rate and/or direction

of enzyme reactions,

compare and contrast enzysles and eoenmee,

describe the enzyme "lock key" hypothesis,

define slid give examples of inorganic cofactors, and

prosthetic groups,
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